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The Aging Character1sticsof Aluminum Alloys 

Electron Transmission studies of 

Al-Mg-Sl Alloys 

. * ' 
G. Thomas " (Ordinary Member) 

'ABSTRAC1' 

UCRL-95B2. 

Transmission electron microscope studies of m.Al-Mg-S1 alloy 

using the thin foil technique h~ve revealed many tnteresting featu.res in 

the quenched and aged condltions. The concentration of vacancies , 
, , 

annealed out to form dislocation loops in quenche~ speclmenn was about ... 

3 x 10 .. 6• and the loop"dens1tyabout 1014/em3. The ~ones which form 
, " 

first upon aging 'were resolved as needles on {J.lcU with <100> gro~ 

directions. their density was about 2-5 x lOlS/em3. Prolonged aging 

revealed the aging sequence as a continuous changer needies"rods-plattJsJ 

, the rods being an intermediate form of the equiUbrium plates of MBaS1. 

It Is suggested th~t the change I&Ones ... rods OCC\lrs as a result of Mg .. St ... 

vacancy groups diffusing to zones and that the flnal transformatlon to 

MgaSl1s cUffusionless. Age bardenlng in this aUoy is due ohietly to 

chemicaleflects •. 

INTRODUCTION 

The use ot the thin tol1 technique for ttansrn,lsalon electron micro- . 

scopy b8.$ already proved to b~ a valuable method for studying the mol''' 

pbolola of aging reactions in light alloys (1"3)' and 1s parilcu1arly 'superior 

• Inorganic Materials Research Laboratory, Lecturer, Department ot;," 
Mineral Technology,. UniverSity of California at Berkeley, California. 
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to the average diameter is, however, about 100A. The average den-

sity of dislocation loops was determined from many micrographs and 

was found to be about 1014 /cm2 assuming a foil thickness of 1000A. If 

these loops are formed as a result of the condensation of vacancies.· 

into collapsed discs, the required vacancy concentration (equal, to 

7Tr2bN where r is the average I~Op radius, b the Burgers vector and 
. . 3 

N the number of loops per cm ), to produce these lattice defects 

works out to be about 3 x 10-6 . Quenching experiments on pure alum

inum (16, 19) have shown that the concentration of vacancies is 10-4 

after quenching from 550 0 C and that these have all gone towards the 
. . 

formation of loops(16). This now leads to two possibilities in regard 

. to the AI- Mg-Si alloy where a lower annealed-out vacancy concen

tration has been found# viz. (1) not all the vacancies have gone to form 

loops, or (ii) there is a lower vacancy concentration in the ternary 

alloy than in the pure metal. However, other quenching experiments on 

binary aluminum alloys (17) have shown that the concentration of quenched

in vacancies actually increases with alloying (e. g., in dilute AI-Cu 

alloys concentrations of 10 -3 were found(17). This indicates that the 

major fraction of vacancies are retained in solution, probably as 

a result of interaction with solute atoms. Because vacaI'J,cies have 

strain energy as well as'surface energy, it is to be expected that 

they Would.,be attract~d to regions of strain in the lattice, e. g., to 

solute atomS! of different size from solvent atoms .. In the alloy used 

in this investigation,' magnesium atoms are larger ap.d silicon atoms 

are smaller than the paren~ aluminum atom's, so that it is only those 

vacancies in supersaturation and free from solute atoms which can con-
I ' 

dense, collapse, and form qislocatton loops' :upon· quenching. If this is . ',. 

4. 
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so, then since the concentration of annealed-out vacenc.ies is of the order 
. . . , . 

6 .' "", , 
of 3 x 10- (neglecting those condensed on incipient dislocations), and as 

• " " ' " • 4 :' ," " 
~t is Ukely that a total conc~ntration of at least 10- are quenched 1n, it 
; ~'. :.' , ' . ' : .' 

'is concluded that most of the vacancies remain in solution after quenching 
, , 

Al .. Mg .. Si alloys. 

An interesting f~ature which was obseryedin quenched foils was 
" 

that ,loops tended to, coalesce together. 'Some isolated examples ,~f this 
: ? :. • : 1 

are shown in .A in Fig. 1. There were no anomalous features (i.e., 
" t .,' " . . ..' ~ . ... . , . :, 

streaks or extra spots) observed in the diffraction patterns taken from 
." .' , , . , \ I 

quenched ~amples, indicating zones were ,not present immediately after 

quenching. It was not possible to determine what planes the dislocation 
, • " , ' . r 

, , . 

loops formed in because they were very small and had irregular shapes 

(Fig. 1). 
" ! , , 

Precipitates were sometimes observed at the grain b9undaries in . 

the quenched samp~es but were more ~e~dily resolved after a slight 

amount of aging, e. g., F'ig. 2. It is observed that these particles lie 
. • 'I 

m.ainly in the regions adjacent to 'th~ grain boundary rather than .in the 

boundary plane. This form ot grain boundary preCipitation 1s a. unique 
. \ .; 

'feature in Al~Mg"'Sl alloys and has not been observed in thin toil studies 

of other light alloys (1) • 

Foils exhibiting this form Qf precipitation were examined 1n an 

R. C. A. electron diffraction camera. Patterns were obtained in whicb 

there were a few spots matching the d-spacings of randomly oriented 

silicon. Owing to the diffuseness of the diffraction spots however, it is 

5. 
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not certain that this evidence is conclusive. However, similar 

results have been obtained by Stumpf (private communication) so 

that the precipitates in fig. 2 are tentatively identified as pure sili

con. There was no evidence for precipitation of Mg2Si. 

2. Aged Alloys 

The first evidence of a change in the supersaturated solid 

solution w~s obtained from the electron diffraction patterns. Very 

faint streaks were observed parallel to the [lOOl and [0101 Al direc

tions with the origins at 110 AI. as shown in fig. 3. The pattern 

is redrawn in fig. " for the sakeot clarity. From this it can be seen 

that the habit planes are 110 with <100> growtb directions. These 

are forbidden reflections for a t.c. c. lattice and could correspond 

to a superlattice structure of s~al1 dimensions with axes perpendicular . . .' , 

to the electron beam, i. e., in <100> orientation. Thlsdiftractlon 

effect shows that a change in composition of atoms in the 11.0 .plan~. 

of the lattice has occurred. and thus corresponds to thEt formation 01 

zones in this alloy (20) • This was observed after one hour at 71° C, 

twenty-four minutes at 1490 C and five minutes at 204· C. The streaks . 

were not observed in specimens aged above 2040 C. At longer filging . 

times at lower temperatures, the streaks became more intense (but, 

Btill very much weaker than the matrix reflections) but remained con

tinuous through the ~ 1~ reciprocal lattice POlnts~,ThlS was ~nter'" 

preted in terms of further growth of zones in <100> wlthdlttle or no .' " 

increase In thickness·. An example of the microstructuJ:'e corresponding 

to these diffraction· efte ets ~er the 204- C agtng treatment, ., 1s shown. 

in fig. 5. In this, one observes thin dark lines parallel to (iOol land 

[0101 which are revealed only when the fo111s exactly in the (100) or 

(110] orientations. Thus the resolution of these effects is extremely 

• • 
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difficult .and sharp pictures can be obtained only from very thin foils 

viewed exactly in the right orientation. There were no contrast effects 

around these precipitates as hasipeen Observed in Al-Cu alloys (2). so 

that it is concluded that these ,precipitatei;l ,ue exactly coherent wlt~ 

the matriX with only small elastic coherency strains involved. It'1s 

unlikely that zones of such small dimensions are noncoherent. The 

streal<son the diffraction patterns indicate that th.e zones could be 

plateS or needles. 

black spots~ e. g •• 

A close examination o~ fig.' 5 shows thai there are' 

at A, of diameter 60A corresponding to the width 
I, . ' 

of the black lines at B. and appear to be needleavlewed end-on •. If 
. ',. : ' .; . .' . ~. ' " . " 

tbis is so, then there should be about one "'half as many spots as line~ 

in micrographs taken trom foUs in (001] orientation since the three 
" ',' , " .. 

-::OOl>ox:ientations are equally frequent •. Estimates of, the number"of 

spots and lines in iig. 5 (and other Similar areas) shows ~atthls 1s, 

the,caae. This must mean thatthe zones in Al .. Mg .. 81 Alloys are .,' 

needle~,shaped and that the spots in fig. ,5 are needles lying norI?alto 

the foil $uriace along [OOll.The long dimensions of the needles vary 
,'. ',,' . ", . 

from about200A to over lOGOA .as the aging Ume aAd temperature is ...•.... .. " , . :.': ,:' ;", ' . ."'.' 

"I. 

inoreat$ed but the diameter of the needles st~y~ fairly ~onstant at:~~\1t 
GOA. The average density-of $!:ones ~as found to bEt .. about 2.~' 5 ~ '~915'~¢m8, 

• I • ,. .' ~ , I • 

and they were always uniformly distributed tbroughout the.al1<;>)"~ 
. ..' "., 

At aging temperaturesab9ve200·C the needles were observed to 
.' . t':;.,," J.' I,.:. . ··l.' . ,F ',' . 

change into rods by an 1norease both in their ~ength and diameter Whilst 

the density decreEt$edto~lQ13Icrn 3 • .'Atthe s'~e time, the,.diffract,~Q~: 
. ' ."' , . _. ' ',.. ": . . I.· 0', .' .' 

patterns ohanged fro.m a system of streaks to a oross .. grld pattern of 
,', '" " . J.... •. ,'J. , .;!: .. .• 

spots •. Figure 6 shows an early .. stage in the fo~matlon of rods. The 
. " ", ,', ." ".' ~.' . . 

thee <100> orientations are Qlearly, visible} th. fol1orientaUon is 
( .. ..' . ' ''',.. . 



approximately (311] and rods in (100) are inclined at 26- to the .foil 

surface whilst those in (010) and [ 001) are inclined at 728 to the 

surface. This proves conclusively that the second stage of aging 

8. 

corresponds to the formation of rods and not platelets. The dotted w: 

contrast along the precipitates in [Ololand [0011 is due to an electron 

interference effect. 

At blgher aging temperatures the rods thickenta about 1000l. 

diameter, ee g •• as shown in Fig.? in which the black spots are rods 

observed end-on in the (001) direction. From tile cross grid spot 

patterns obtained by selected area. electron diffraction the orientation 

rela.tionship was found to be <100> ',All I ~110> rod, a :result\whieh . 

was preViously known fromx .. ray ~~veSt1lattons(9) (10). The diffrac

tion patterns corresponding to the rods were found to be consistent 
, .. 

with al. c. c. lattice in which aa 6.42 + 0.07 A. ' 
. . . -

Sbtoethe equ1llb:r1um'pbase MiaS! is t. c. c~' (CaF s' stJ"Ucture) 
• with a. 6.SeA, the rods can be consldered as an intermediate 

MlaS1 phase which bas a· structure corresponding to a highly ordered 

unit cell, of M'aS1. The formation of MI2Si can thus occur directly 

from the zones and'w1l1be discussed in more detail later.' 

At this -&tage the grain boundary precipitates aTe -concentrated mainly 

in the plane of the'((rain boundai7,~ e. ,. ,Fia.8, and in which the prec1pi .. 

tatee are still predominantly ,sl11~on~ With prQlGnged'8l1tnl, '.bowevel', i,they 

chanle to Mi2S1. Figure 8 I$hows·astructure tnwhlQh there lU'eroda ' 

apparently oriented 'at random. Some of these bavebent sheIPea.· It . 

was not possible to dlstinpish between these rods and the ,rode lyin" 

alon, <100> and thel'e were 110 extra spots in tht 4iftractlOn 'pattern., 

so that ,thl' effect remains unexplained. In Fig. 8 Uae Brain A '8 in pOor , 
, 

Ji • 
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contrast, and this demonstrates the necessity for orienting the foil 

into a strong diffracting position in ord.er to obtain lood contrast •. 

The equilibrium MiaS! phase was observed to form after three 

hours at 260· C (500° Fl. The structure after this t1me 1s predominantl)t 

the intermediate phase~ e. g., fig. 9, but at (~ small plates of MlaS1' 

Were observed. Figure 9 is taken from an oxide replica" .. the Mg2S~ 

particles are not oxidized appreciably, so they may remain in the 
. . * -~~ . 

oxide film ..• In most ctl8,.~sthe MiaS! plates grow outot the inter-
,",' 

mediate rod struttu:re.~;'f/.B" at{.A:) fig./9, but occasional1yothers 

seem to nucleate independently~ e.g., at (B).: Aging tor 2-1/3 'hours 

at :ns·c (600°F) resulted in the formation of large plates of M'2S1.~ 

. Figure '10 shows ,clearly how th~,plates develop chletly from·~the rods 
< • "".'.'" ",'. ' • "', 

by growth in a directio.n normtd.to the length of the rod. :This process 
"~(", ,. '" . 

" " ': . 

is accompanied by dissolution ~~,nearby rOds;·· •• g., .t (A).. 

Precipitation wa~ never ob~ervedto oc(,!ur on die1Qc~tions 
. .. .'" . . 

(e. g.'. See fig. 7. at A) and at aU stages of aging the precipitates were 

~iformly distributed throughoufthe matrix. . ~1i1s means that incipient. 

dislocations and dislocation' loop~ have no effe'cton the morphology: of 

precipitation in this alloy.. whel'eas in Al .. Cu.and 'A1 ;.. Asalloya . 

prefe1"entlalpreclpUatton on4$1~cat1ons 1s cQmmonly observeCl~l) 't' . 
I • . • 

D~sloeations w(!reobserve.d to more throuBh the precipit'ates '. 

with .appar;ntly· Uttle or no dlff1Emlty. Figure'i1'shows dislocation 

trac~s in the same area . 4\~ that 'shown ~ fig. 6 . after the toil had been' 

exposed to'a fine focus beam "':'10p),dlameter tot a'~ S'minute.-,. Un'" 

'. fortunately, after this time. owing to the'depoS!Uon;.of·carbonac'eOus 

material on the fo11 surface.. the 'resolution is consider.bly· worsened. 

* . .... .... .' ; ... ' . '. . ... 
The replicas are better than the thin foils at this stage because the par
ticles tend to be leached out of the foils during preparation~ 'I'his ,fact 
leads to the conclusion that the formation of MiaSI involves a complete' 
loss of coherency. . . 

9~. 
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so that it is not possible to clearly recognize the precipitates, except 

possibly at A. However, it can be seenthat the 'slip traces are eon

tinuous throughout th e length of the grain and that there is no cross .. 

sUp. This shows that the dislocations must out through all the pre

cipitates which intersect the glide plane. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

(1), In quenched ailoY's the c,oncentration of vacancies annealed out 

to form dls1ocationloops was found to be - a x 106 indicating that a 

large fraction of vacancies remain in solution. The average 
14 3 number of loops \Vas -10 lern. 

(2) In aged alloys the s,equence of decomposltionsof,thesuper" 

saturated soUd solution, depended on the aging ten'lperature and 

was f(mnd to be continuoua, and of the form, ' 

Zones' -intermediate MiaSi ..... equilibrium MSaS!, 

'X'hezonestage ~1sts only; at tempera~urea below '2200 C.' " 

(3) ;Theaveragenumberof zo'nes was.a ... fjxl015 /cm3• 

(.) , "Thezones can be x'resolved only in thin foils orientated'suoh 

tb,at one of the <100> aXes lies perpendicular toth$'inoident 

. electron beam. 

(5) The orientation relationships found from electrQn diffraotion 

confirmed the x-ray results of other workers(9) (10) and were 

(a) <100> needleEi·paralled <100> matrix in a 

superlattiee structure. The habit :plant?s 

of needles are the ~1'<Y- matrix planes~ 

(b) <11 0> Mg2Siparallel <100> matriX. ' 

(6) The intermediate MgaSils t. '0·. a.and may'corr'.spond toe. 

superlatUee ()fthe equtlJ.brium'MiaS1. i 

, '" 

A, >:"'-, 
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,j '. 

(7) Precipitation near the grain boundaries tollows the sequence: 

pure si11co~ adjacent to boundaries -tMg2Sihiboundaries. 

DISCUSSION 

1. The ,Agtng Sequence 

In the present electron microscopic investigation the'new 

teatures observed during the quenching and agingbf:'Iih"AI-Mg.Si 

alloy were (1) the resolution of the quenched structure, (2) the' re· ' 

solution of the zone stage, and (3) the morphology of the matrix and 

grain boundary precipitates. ,As a result ot,obtaining this informa-

tion it 1s possible to consider the influence of quenching on subse'" 

quent pree1pitation during aging'. In the first stages , 1 .. e. ,lone 

formation; the needles nucleate on 0.10J planes arid grow along <100>. 

Guinier and LambotUO) suggested that because of the ionic nature ot 

the Mi:aSi phase, zones formed prior to precip~tation ot MBaSishOuld 

oonsist of atom rows along <100> such that one row of sbUcon atoms ;, 

is bounded by two rows of magnesiumatoms.,:Looking into this picture 

more closely and conside:ring .what sort of strains arise ,from such a 

zone, it is found that the least pos'sible elastic strains occur if the 

zones (or needles) are! in faetcomposed of atom rows in tbe ratio one 

<100> siUcon to two <100> magnesium. Thlscan be seen.lromthe . 

to llowmgt, the atomic diameters (distanceot closest approach) ofelum

inum_silicon and magnesium atoms are, 2. 8621, 2.3511 and 3.19SA 

respectively. ASsuming th. atoms in zon~s occupy the same space as 
, . ' 

they do normally , then. single. lay~r z,one of tbreeatoms wide; 1. e. , 
, . , 

one sUicon and two magnesium rows, would thus occupy' a width of. 

a x 3.,198) + 2.351 • 8 .. 743.A. •. and this ,\\0 uld repla;cethr'eerow8 ot 
, 

aluminUltl atoms in which the .. width would be (3 x' 2. 862). 8.586A. 'ThilJ 

II 
" 



means the formation of a needle along <100> on tIl9} involves an 

expansion of about two percent. The needles are thus in a state of 

cylindrica.l compression. Fitting in other possible combinations of 

Mg:Si ratios it can easily be shown that a ratio of2 Mg: 1 8i involves 

the least amount of elastic ·strain. This argument only holds if the 

binding in the zone is metallic and not ionic. The arrangement of 

planes in the zone would then appear as a superlattice as shown in . 

Fig. 12 a and b. The coherency strains due to the zones are illus-

trated schematically in Fig. 12b. 

The formation of the disc-shaped G. P. [1] zones in AI-4'loCu 

alloys involves elastic strains correSiponding to about a 10% contraction 

also along <100> directions normal to the plane of the discs, 1. e., 

. (100J •. The'se strains have been observed to show up as contrast 

effects in thin foils(2). The fact that no such effects were observed 

in the present work, even though careful tilting of the foils was done, 

may indicate that the estimated 2% expansion associated with the 

needles is too low a strain to show up any contrast effects in the 

electron micrographs. The magnitude of elastic strains is thus im-

portant in thin foil work where mahy feature.sar:erevealed only as a 

result of coherent scattering of electrons by the strain field around 

the feature being examined (e. g .• dislocations, phase interfaces, etc.), 

'l2. 

. and this alone may set a limit on resolution. This might explain why ;.0 
o 

it was not possible· to resolve needles thinner than 50A . 

The electron diffractioi:l results (see Fig~ 3) show that the habit 

planes of the needles are t.ll0} , which are also the most highly favored 

planes on Which needles can be nucleated; since they are the least 



close-packed in the f. c. c. lattice. - Since each (1;10) I- plane contains 

only one <100> direction, e.g., (0,11) has \lod] , (l01) hasJOI0] and 

(110) has (001), only three orientations of zones parallel to <100>,ar8 

possible. Thus once a zone Is nucleated on anyone t110} plane, It 

can grow in only one of the <100> dlrectlon£l. The resultant precipl~ 

tation pattern is Widmanstatten, as demonstrated in Figs. 5-8. ,The 

reason for <100> being preferred growth di.rections may be, inferred 

from the model proposed in Figs. :12a and h .. In 12. (a), .aeaction is , 

shown containing two (011), planes for the 2 Mg: 1 Si atom rows in the 

zone. The open squares and circles represent atoms 'in, the'next plane 

. ,above or below those represented by closed squares and circles. ; .. Tije, 

. growth ,direction in this case is [.1001.1 ... e •• ;8.190g AA and BE (1'-'1,_ 

i2b); .The zone Is. 10 a state .ofcyUndrlcal compresaion as,lndicated 

.by the shape of the surrounding matriX planes (shown as ·broken Une8). 

Thus the 'interfaces' AB .would .be the most· preferred plaeesfot' atoms 

to become attached. The other possible growth directioneare .those 

normal to AA and BEi 1. e. # (011 ).but the se 'are close packed .:directions 

already; so that it is unlikely that the zones would expand much radially; 

as has been shown by the experimental results. This could~ean that 

the zone diameters are fixed by the size of the init1alnuclei.· I. 

It is interesting ~o note that thezonee are uniformly di$trlbuted-..... '. 

throughout the matrix and no precipitation was observed on loops'o~ 

dislocation lines~ This ls consistent with previous r~sults(1 .. S) and 

show s that the zones are nucleated as a result of.the. movement of excess 

vacancies retained by. querichl~g att~r solution beat-treatme.nt and bccurs 

independent 1y76£1. the! dlsoloc:atioo} 8ubstrueture tini the1• aUQy • : .. ' " 

13. 



If the atoms in solution are attached to vacancies, , as seems 

highly likely, then vacancy ... assisted diffusion of solute atoms would 

be expected to occur readily towards the positions at AB (Fig. 12 b) 

because vacancies would be attracted to these region'~I,slnCie t~ey are 
, .. .}"' . 

in compression: Vacancies could then be lost at the zones themselves, 

thereby reUeving the internal strains. This process can continue, 

only as long as vacancies and solute atomeare available for diffusion, 

The growth rate should then stop when all the vacanc,les are los~ In 
. , ' , , . . , t'. 

the p,recipltate or at other, sinks. Thelinal stage in diffusion Is, thUll, 

the, formation of the rod structure,. ,The electron micrographs,and 
. '. "" . ... ... 

diffraction patterns showed that, the growth of, zones into r,ods seems 

to be an intermediate step' in the change; zones - Mi2Sl. This change 

is thus continuous and the equilibrium phase can readily be produced 
:', " ..J I: , .':, 

by only minor atom Illovements within the zones as illustrated In ' 

F,igs. 12 c and d. This shows that the final transformation is dlffuslon-, ,. .:', . ., . . ~ 

less. In Fig. 12 c a section of Mg2S1 18 drawn along t~o s.cjjac~ll;t, <9TI) 
planes. The MiaS! phase is an lonlc"stJ1lctureof the CaF 2 type. By 

compar~ng Fi~s. 12 a., and c. !tcan b,e seen, that the M"2S1 structufecall' 

be produced by silicon atoms In positions 1 moving to 1" and magnesium 
. . '. . ~"', ' ," 

atoms in positions 2. ,3 moving to 2', at respectively. Alt,ernativel;y 
. . . , ~ 

it is only necess/ilry for magnesium atoms at 2 and 3 to move to a palf-
• "" • .," ,". , " j 

way position _.1n (100) therepy dropping into position to {OrIll the center 

of a tetrahedron between sil1c~n atoms in the two (011) planes. ' Tbls 
1 ...., 

latter mechanism then requires only a smallreadjus~ment of silicon 

atoms., Either process results in a CaF 2 type structure. This change 

then brings the magnesium and s11icon rows along 1100) into equidistant 
. . "~,. , . "~.' . 

positicJlS with respect to each other (Fig. 12d). 

14. 
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It will be seen, from Fig. 12 that the transformation of zones to 

Mg2Si involves a contraction. At first sight this seems to b~ a real 

difficulty because the U 1 cF} planes of the zones are already close 

packed. However, if it 1s assumed that the binding between atoms in 

the zones (and rods) is metalliC, then the number of nearest neighbors 

remains at 12 as in the surrounding matrix, wher'eas in the ionic 

structure of Mg2Si, the magnesium atoms have only four nearest 

neighbors, and silicon 'eight. Furthermore, since magnesium atoms 

have a much smaller diameter in the ionic state, then the M':4S1 struc

ture occupies less space th;ut the zones and a contraction 1s therefore 

to be expected. 

, The' Mg2S1 pbasehas been observed to form as plates which grow 

only by dissolUtion of nearby preCipitates (e~ g., at A, Flg. 10). t:rhts 

means that there are not enough solute atoms left ,in supersaturation 

in the matrix to cause further growth once they are form.ed,'" and this, 

supports the view that the final phase' transformation i8 d1ftuslonles8~ , 

'the growth of Mg2Si as plateswlUoccur to produce the minimum in" 

crease in strain energy. ' Figure '12 c shows that the restricted direc· 

tion ~s that normal to the (On) faces as is expected, because' atoms' 

are more easily attached ealong (100) and (OU}' than along [011 t. ;The 

micrographs (Figs. 9 and 10) show that (100) arid (011) are in tact' ' 

the growth directions. 

To sum up, the aging process in thlsalloycan be considered ' 

as a sequence involving (l) elimination of free vacancies into collaPsed 

discs producing dislocation lOops with simultaneous formation oleones, 

(2) growth into rods by vacancy assisted diffusion of solute atoms tel 

zones with simultaneous elimination of associattd vacancies at the 

precipitates,' and (3) transformation to the equilibrium MlaSi structure. 

15 
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Finally, it is interesting to note that in aluminWn alloys where there 

is a large size factor difference between solute atoms and alUminwn 

atoms, the zones are never spherical and the preferred directions 

of precipitation are <100> with' (100J or Q.I0} habit planes, e~ g~ ~ 

Al-Cu and Al-Mg-Si. whereas in casei.J where there is only a small 

size factor gdifference, the zones are spherical and subsequent pre" 
'. '.. ',' 

cipitation occurs on. (11:ij matrix planes, e. g., AI-Ag, Al-Zn. 

AI-Mg-znU). This confh'ms Guinier's suggestion made 1n1949(4). 

Thus, although much is now known about zone formation in light 

alloys, more detailed information is required on the role of va.can'cles 

in nucleating zones and the effects of vacancy-solute atom interactions 

in any subsequent diffusion progress. 

Z. Hardening. 

Although no age-hardening data was obtained in theprosent' worlt, 

Stumpf (private communication) has shown that maximum hardening in 

this alloy occurs when it is aged to produce the needle structure.' Since 

ther~ appears to be only a small elastic interaction at the needle-matrix 

interface. it is unlikely that coherency strains play' an ImpoMant part 

in hardening. Since dislocations. have been observed to 'cui through 

the preCipitates during glide, the chief resistance to dislocation move-
. . 

. ment must arise from the gain in chemical e~ergy which 1s involye'd 

in the intersection process, as this would resultln the breaking of 

Mg-Si bonds. This mechan1smbas been extensively' de:Veloped by 
Kelly and Fine (22) and Ke1l3r(23) to' account for '~one hardening in Al~'Cu 
and Al-Ag alloys;'i 
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A 
.. -

Fig. 1. Al-Mg 2 Si alloy quenched after 2 hrs. 5500 C, sho wing 
Dis location loops and networks. Note coalescence at A. 
X 30,000. 
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ZN=2691 

Fig. 2. Al-Mg 2 Si alloy aged 5 mins. 204 °C, showing precipitate s 
adjacent to grain boundaries. X 45,000. 
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Z N - 2692 

Fig. 3. Se lected area electron diffradion pattern of Fig. 5 
s h owing streaks in <lOO>from {llO}. Foil orientation 
[nOll . 
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of electron diffraction pattern 
show n in Fig . 3 . 
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Fig. 5. Al-Mg
2

Si alloy aged 4 hrs. 204 °C. 
orientations of needles are visible at A 
surface is (001). X 30,000. 

UCRL-9S82 

ZN-2693 

The three <100> 
and B. The foil 
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ZN-2694 

Fig. 6. Al-Mg 2 Si aged 5 hrs. 220
o

C; the intermediate Mg 2Si 
stage. Foil orientation [311]. Showing the three <101» 
orientations of rods and dis locations at A. X 40,000. 
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\ 

Fig. 7. _Al-MgZSi alloy aged 5 hrs. 288°C. Foil orientation 
[OOlJ; note rods seen end on, i. e., in [001], X 15,000. 
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ZN - 2696 

Fig. 8. Al-Mg
2

Si a lloy a ge d 10 mins. 288°C. X 20,000. 
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Fig . 9. Oxide reglica taken from Al-Mg 2 Si alloy 'after aging 
3 hrs. at 260 C. X 30,000. 
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Fig. 10. Ox ide replica taken from Al-Mg 2Si alloy after aging 
2-1/2 hrs. at 316°C showing development of plates of 
Mg

2
Si from rods at A. X 10,000. 
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Z N-2699 

Fig . 11. Same area as Fig. 6 after dislocations have been 
moved across the foil. X40 , OOO . 
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Fig. lZa, h. Proposed model for zones in Al-Mg -Si alloys . 
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Fig. 12c, d" The equilibrium MgzSi structure formed from 
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